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Handbook of Emergency Response to Toxic Chemical Releases: A Guide to ComplianceWilliam Andrew Publishing, 1996


	This handbook has been prepared as a working reference for the safety officer,

	the environmental engineer and the consultant. For the safety officer, this

	handbook provides detailed guidelines and instructions in preparing Right-to-

	Know Reporting Audits, establishing programs and training employees on hazard

	awareness, and...
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Adobe Business Catalyst: Design full-featured websites without the hassles of developmentAdobe Press, 2011


	The Internet has completely transformed the way products are marketed and sold.

	Technology is evolving very quickly and businesses are constantly reinventing themselves.

	Customers want more for their money. They have learned to shop around to

	find the best value. They compare reviews to purchase the highest-rated items. As the...
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Inventory Accounting : A Comprehensive Guide (Wiley Best Practices)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The classical view of inventory data collection is that of employees filling out forms
of various kinds throughout the warehouse and production areas, which are then
forwarded to a central data entry location, where hordes of clerks keypunch the data
into a central computer database. Although this was a reasonably accurate view of...
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The Leadership Challenge WorkbookJossey-Bass, 2003
THE MOST TRUSTED SOURCE ON BECOMING A BETTER LEADER    
"The best leaders are constantly learning. They see all experiences as learning experiences. But there’s a catch. Unexamined experiences don’t produce rich insights that come from reflection and analysis."
    –from the Introduction...
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QuickBooks 2007 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
8 books in 1- your key to QuickBooks 2007 success!
    Your one-stop guide to managing your small business finances more efficiently    

    QuickBooks is the leading accounting program for small businesses, and this book gives you a handy reference to all its parts. Set up QuickBooks for your business,...
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Beginning Access 2003 VBA (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
Microsoft Access 2003 is a powerful database application that allows you to build standalone and client-server database applications. Access applications are used in many enterprises for storing inventory and maintaining customer records, sales data, or nearly any other type of data that needs tracking. Access has powerful wizards and tools that...
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C# Game Programming Cookbook for Unity 3DCRC Press, 2014

	An Accessible, Modular Style of Game Buildingâ€•Easily Start Making Games with Unity 3D


	C# Game Programming Cookbook for Unity 3D presents a highly flexible core framework to create just about any type of game by plugging in different script components. Most scripts function within the game framework or...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Launching an eBay BusinessQue, 2003
A real-world business book for the explosion of eBay entrepreneurs! 

          Absolute Beginner's Guide to Launching an eBay Business guides you step-by-step through the process of setting up an eBay business, and offers real-world advice on how to run that business on a...
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ADempiere 3.4 ERP SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2009
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems are essential in today's business market. There are many options for ERP systems; however, ADempiere offers a solid foundation for developing a powerful ERP system that helps your business to manage data efficiently, streamline different processes, lower costs, and improve the efficiency levels without too...
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Starting an Online Business For Dummies, 4th EditionFor Dummies, 2005
Begin and build a booming business right at home!
Establish your online presence, make money on eBay, and find the secrets to search engine success     

How'd you like your morning commute to be a short walk in your bedroom slippers?  The market for online businesses is better than ever, and here's the place to start. Identify your...
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Accounting for beginnersMeitav Self learning, 2013

	Basic accounting skills are necessary tools when dealing with finances. Understanding the basic concepts and methods used in accounting is critical for developing organizational skills. This e-Book will help guide you into this fascinating...
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QuickBooks 2005 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Here's what you need to become your own accountant!
Set up QuickBooks to manage the money, do electronic banking, and create reports     

If you're a whiz at business but not at bookkeeping, take heart! QuickBooks 2005 is like having a bookkeeper who's always on call and never asks for a raise. And with this guide in hand, you have a...
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